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The analysis of shell-drilling predation by naticid gastropods on molluscs from the 
Korytnica Clays (Middle Miocene, Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland) has focused 
on the bivalve Corbula gibba and gastropods Natica tigrina and Hinia restitutiana. The 
results indicate that predatory behaviour of naticids varies depending on the size of the 
predator. When drilling corbulids, large naticids displayed higher site-selectivity than 
smaller naticids. Also, large naticids drilled energetically attractive prey (Hinia restitu- 
tiana and Natica tigrina) more frequently than small naticids. Preferential drilling dis- 
played by large naticids from the Korytnica Clays increases the net energy gain for the 
predator and in result allows it to drill more effectively. 
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Introduction 

The family Naticidae is a well known group of predatory gastropods that drill holes in 
shells of their prey (mostly molluscs) to access their internal soft tissues. This paper 
deals with some aspects of the predatory behaviour of naticids preying on the bivalve 
member of the family Corbulidae, Corbula gibba (Olivi, 1792) from the Korytnica 
Clays (Middle Miocene, Badenian, Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland). The anal- 
ysis focuses on relationship between the size of the predator and the site of the attack. 
An unusual distribution of naticid drillings in corbulid valves and its probable causes 
are described and analysed. In addition the distribution of drill holes and the relation- 
ship between the size of the predator and the success of the attack are analysed for the 
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gastropods Natica tigrina Roding, 1789 and Hinia restitutiana (Fontannes, 1879) 
from the same locality. 

Drilling activity of naticids from the Korytnica Clays has been described by 
Hoffman et al. (1974 ) and Kowalewski (1990). However, the relationships described 
here were not examined in those studies. Moreover, despite many detailed studies con- 
cerning naticid predation on corbulids (Taylor 1970; Adegoke & Tevesz 1974; Hoff- 
man et al. 1974; Levy & Samtleben 1979; De Cauwer 1985; Kelley 1988, 1989; 
Kowalewski 1990; Anderson et al. 1991; Anderson 1992; Kelley & Hansen 1993; 
Harper 1994), the topics of this study have not been explored previously. In general, 
very few papers dealing with naticid predation investigated the relationship between 
the size of the predator and the choice of the drilling site (Berg 1976; Guerrero & 
Reyment 1988).Their results are either opposite (Berg 1976) to the ones presented 
here, or, if similar, reveal a less distinct pattern (Guerrero & Reyment 1988). 

Materials and methods 

Samples were collected from the Korytnica Clays, a unique facies deposited in the ter- 
minal part of a shallow bay that developed in the Miocene along the dismembered 
rocky shore on the southern slopes of the Holy Cross Mountains, Central Poland (see 
Radwaiiski 1969; Baluk & Radwaiiski 1977). Two samples were obtained for the anal- 
ysis. Sample 1 from the Korytnica-Plebania locality, sample 2 - two hundred meters 
north of Eysa Mountain (see Radwariska 1992: fig. 2A). All fossils larger than 1 mm 
were picked and counted. Length of all complete specimens of Corbula gibba was 
measured with the precision of 0.05 mm, and the diameter of drill holes was measured 
with the precision of 0.025 rnrn under a binocular microscope. Specimens of Natica 
tigrina and Hinia restitutiana collected from the Korytnica Clays over many years by 
other workers served as a comparative material. 

The diameter of a hole is considered a very good proxy for the predator's size be- 
cause of a direct correlation between the two variables (Kitchell et al. 198 1). Holes ex- 
ceeding 1 mm will be considered here as recording 'large' naticids, whereas those 
smaller than 1 mm as recording 'small' naticids. The term 'successful drill holes' re- 
fers to complete perforations with the ratio of inner to outer diameter exceeding 0.5 
('complete' sensu Kitchell et al. 1986), whereas the term 'unsuccessful' drill holes ref- 
er to perforations with the ratio lower than 0.5 ('incomplete' or 'non-functional' sensu 
Kitchell et al. 1986). Only successful drill holes enable consumption of prey (see 
Kitchell et al. 1986). 

The pattern of distribution of holes on C. gibba shells was analysied by plotting the 
positions of drill holes on schematic diagrams of left and right valves (Fig. 1A-D). The 
right valve is divided by a dashed line into two regions. The area above the line will be 
referred to as the apical-dorsal, and the one below as the centro-ventral region. The 
centro-ventral and apical-dorsal regions occupy 40 and 60% of the right valve surface, 
respectively. 

Distribution of naticid drillholes on shells of C. gibba and other attacked molluscs 
is used here to evaluate predatory behaviour of the Naticidae. It is also assumed that 
differences in frequency of mollusk shells belonging to different species reflect the 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of naticid drill holes on Corbula gibba valves. Right valves (A, C), left valves (B, D). 
Explanations: triangles, drill holes over 1 rnm in diameter; dots, drill holes below 1 mm in diameter; the re- 
gion located below the dashed line is the centro-ventral region of the right valve (ca. 40% of the total valve 
area); the region located above the dashed line is the dorso-apical region of the right valve (ca. 60% of the 
total valve area). 

real differences in original communities. Such approaches can be justified if we as- 
sume that time-averaging and taphonomic processes were limited and did not bias the 
original ecological information recorded by drill holes in any substantial manner. The 
shape (high leptokurtosis and skewness) and strong interspecific variation of mollusc 
size-frequency distributions indicates that Korytnica assemblage is, at most, weakly 
time-averaged (Kowalewski & Miiniakiewicz 1993). Influence of taphonomy in the 
case of the Korytnica assemblage can also be neglected, as the remains of organisms 
from the Korytnica Clays were not altered substantially by post-mortem transportation 
or dissolution (Kowalewski 1990). 

Results 

Predation on Corbula gibba. - The relative number of C. gibba exceeds 70% of the 
total number of invertebrates in the analysed samples, while attacked individuals com- 
prise 17-20% of the C. gibba specimens. These proportions are typical for the 
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Fig. 2. Diagrams presenting number of drill holes with respect to their size. A. Drill holes in shells of 
Hinia restitutiana. B. Drill holes in shells of Natica tigrina; N, number of drill holes; white area, unsuccess- 
ful drill holes; black area, successful drill holes. 

Korytnica Clay fossil assemblage (Hoffmann et. al. 1974; Kowalewski 1990). Distri- 
bution of drill holes on C. gibba shells is presented on Fig. 1A-D and numerical data 
are summarised in Table 1. 

In general, drill holes below 1 mm are more frequent than those that exceed 1 mm. 
The distribution of drillings reveals three interesting patterns. First, on right valves, 
drill holes below 1 mm are distributed more or less evenly on the whole shell surface, 
while drillholes over 1 mm are concentrated in the centro-ventral region (see Fig. lA, 
C and compare fqLc with fqsc in Table 1). Second, naticid drill holes occur more fre- 
quently in the right valve than in the left valve. Finally, drillings below 1 mm in size oc- 
cur relatively more frequently on the left valve than drillings above 1 rnrn in size (see 
Fig. 1A-D and compare fqLL with fqSL in Table 1). 

Predation on Hinia restitutiana and Natica tigrina. - In the Korytnica Clays 
H. restitutiana and N. tigrina are common. N. tigrina comprises between 2.6 to 3.0%, 
while H. restitutiana between 8.0 and 8.9% of the total number of invertebrates from 
investigated samples. 

A total of 1.826 large specimens of N. tigrina (height of shell exceeding 8 mm) and 
620 large specimens of H. restitutiana (height of shell exceeding 8 mm) previously 
collected from the Korytnica Clays were analysed. 5% of N. tigrina and 7% of H. 
restitutiana were drilled, respectively. The diagram on Fig. 2A shows that 87% (39 out 
of 44) drillings in H. restitutiana shells exceed 1 mm in diameter. All drill holes are 
successful. The diagram on Fig. 2B shows that 90% (70 out of 84) drill holes on shells 
of N. tigrina exceed 1 mm in diameter. 85% (72 out of 84) of these drill holes are suc- 
cessful. In contrast, all of the few drill holes smaller than1 rnrn are unsuccessful. 

Disscusion 

Potential borers. - Among many gastropod groups described from the Korytnica 
Clays (Pusch 1837; Homes 1856; Friedberg 1911-1928; Kowalewski 1930; Bahk 
1975, 1995, 1997), Muricidae, Naticidae, Marginellidae, Capulidae, Nassaridae and 
Cassidae are potential borers, capable do drill in mollusc shells. Thus, the observed 
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Table 1. Frequency of naticid drill holes on Corbula gibba valves. 

No, number of sample; n, number of C. gibba valves, fq,, percentage of right valves; N, number of drill 
holes; N,, number of drill holes on right valves; N,, number of drill holes on left valves; fq,, percentage 
of drill holes on right valves N,,, number of drill holes over 1 mm in outer diameter on right valves; N,, 
number of drill holes over 1 mm (outer diameter) on left valves; NSR, number of drill holes below 1 mm on 
right valves; NSL, number of drill holes below 1 mm on left valves; fq,,, percentage of drill holes over 
1 mm in centro-ventral region of right valves; fq,,, percentage of drill holes below 1 mm in centro-ventral 
region of right valves; fq,,, percentage of drill holes over 1 mrn on left valves; fq,,, percentage of drill 
holes below 1 mm on left valves. Numbers following the '2' sign are confidence intervals computed from 

Jp(': P) where p denotes the proportion of one kind of the following formula (Eomnicki 1995) p + 1,96 - 

fossil (such as left valves) observed in the collection of n specimens. 

differences in distribution of small and large drill holes may reflect different drilling 
behaviour of predators belonging to different families. 

Drilling behaviour and morphology of resulting drill holes were described for 
Recent marginellids (Ponder & Taylor 1992), capulids (Matsukuma 1978), cassids 
(Hughes & Hughes 1981) and nassarids (Morton & Chan 1997). Drill holes present in 
mollusc shells from the Korytnica Clays do not possess features that typify margi- 
nellid, capulid or cassid drillings (see Hoffman et al. 1974: pls. 1-4; Baluk & Radwali- 
ski 1977: pls. 3-5). Moreover, cassids drill mostly in echinoid tests and very rarely (if 
at all) in bivalve shells (see Hughes & Hughes 1981). 

Nassarids can also be rejected as potential borers due to the following reasons. First, 
boreholes of recent nassarids described by Morton & Chan (1997) and these observed in 
collected material are perfectly differentiated in size. All drill holes observed in shells of 
Hinia restitutiana and Natica tigrina as well as great majority of the drill holes (97%) oc- 
curring in Corbula gibba shells collected from the Korytnica Clays are 0.3-2 mm in di- 
ameter. In contrast, drill holes of Recent nassarids do not exceed 0.25 mm in diameter 
because only juvenile (post-larval) individuals. reveal drilling behaviour (Morton & 
Chan 1997). In Morton & Chan's (1997) experiments on adult nassarids, there has never 
been any evidence of shell boring either in the field or the laboratory. 

Second, nassarids examined by Morton & Chan (1997) in laboratory tests were de- 
prived of food. The latter authors suggest that drilling behaviour of studied nassarids 
was forced by hunger (Morton & Chan 1997). Third, although Morton & Chan's 
(1997) preliminary studies indicate that nassarids can drill in mollusc shells, most rep- 
resentatives of the Nassaridae are herbivores or scavengers obtaining the food without 
drilling (Davitashvili & Merklin 1968; Savazzi 1989). Thus, the only substantial ques- 
tion is how to distinguish naticid and muricid drill holes. 

Many workers used morphological features of Naticidae and Muricidae drillholes 
to distinguish them (Reyment 1966; Carriker & Yochelson 1968; Bromley 1981; 
Kowalewski 1993). These are, however, considered by the author as unsatisfying. First 
of all, the drilling mechanism of naticids and muricids is extremely alike (Carriker 
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1981), and furthermore, too many factors not directly connected with the mechanism 
and anatomy of gastropod borers can influence drill hole morphology (for review see 
Kowalewslu 1993). Therefore, statistical criteria are applied in this paper. 

Sample 1 yielded 184 specimens of naticids and only one specimen of a muricid 
(Murex friedbergi Cossmann & Peyrot, 1924). Sample 2 yielded 120 specimens of 
naticids but no muricids were found in the material. The large differences in abun- 
dance between naticids and muricids strongly suggests that muricid drillings are 
very rare in shells of molluscs from the Korytnica Clays. Predominance of naticid 
drillings may have been further enhanced by the fact that naticids drill slightly faster 
than muricids (see laboratory tests by Kitchell et al. 1981). Consequently, all gastro- 
pod borings in shells of Corbula gibba, Natica tigrina, and Hinia restitutiana are as- 
sumed here to be of naticid origin. From a statistical point of view, the insignificant 
number of muricid drillings that may be included in the data should not affect notably 
the results. 

Naticids from the Korytnica Clays are represented by seven species belonging to 
six genera (Bahk 1995). This may hamper any behavioural interpretations because 
different naticids may have had different drilling behaviour, and it is almost impossible 
to identify a naticid on the basis of drill holes (Hoffman et al. 1974; Bromley 198 1; 
Taylor et al. 1983; Kowalewski 1990). Fortunately, the dominant species in the col- 
lected samples, Natica tigrina, represents 95% of all specimens of naticids. Most 
likely, a majority of the analysed drillings were made by this species. 

Naticid predation on Corbula gibba. - C. gibba is a bivalve with a very low mobil- 
ity (Yonge 1946) and defends itself passively, clenching the valves and forcing the 
predator either to drill or crush its shell or, as is the case for some starfishes (Mass6 
1975fide Vermeij 1978), to swallow articulated, intact shells. Such passive defence 
does not force the predator to seek a particularly elaborate strategy of attack. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that drillings are distributed over the almost entire surface of 
the shell. The only exception (i.e., the lack of drillings on the part of the right valve be- 
yond the commissura) reflects most likely the fact that such drillings would be ineffec- 
tive: they would not penetrate into the shell interior. This exception was also noted by 
Taylor et al. (1983) in their analysis of drillings in Cretaceous corbulids from Black- 
down Greensand. 

Results presented in the previous section suggest that naticids changed their behav- 
iour with size. Large naticids prefered the centro-ventral region of the right valve of C. 
gibba, while small ones drilled more or less evenly on the whole shell surface, but pen- 
etrated left valves relatively more frequently than large naticids. 

The most likely explanation for the preferential distribution of drill holes on the 
right valve may be connected with the variable thickness of shell andlor with the oc- 
currence and thickness of conchiolin layers (Fisher 1963; Hoffman et al. 1974; Levy & 
Samtleben 1979; Kitchell et al. 1986; Harper 1994). The layers to a large degree hinder 
drilling of shell by predator and are often considered to be a crucial defensive adapta- 
tion of corbulids (Levy & Samtleben 1979; Harper 1994, but see also, Maslin 1989, 
Anderson 1992). Thickness of shell may considerably limit the success of naticid pre- 
dation due to the following reasons. First, time required for drilling its positively corre- 
lated with the thickness of the shell (Kitchell et al.1981; Boggs et. al. 1984). Second, 
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predators can be thickness-limited due to mechanical constrains on the depth of bore- 
hole penetration (Kitchell et al. 1981). 

Corbula gibba shells (Yonge 1946) as well as shells of most bivalves are thickest in 
the apical region. However, conchiolin layers are thinnest there (Levy & Samtleben 
1979: fig. 3). Thus, variable thickness of C. gibba shell seems to be responsible for ob- 
served preferential drill hole distribution. Avoiding the apical region is advantageous 
for the predator, as time required for drilling is much shorter and lor probability of fail- 
ure due to the mechanical limitations decreases (see Kitchell et al. 1981). This is well 
supported by the distribution of unsuccessful drillings on C. gibba shells from the fos- 
sil material collected by Harper (1994). Almost all unsuccessful drill holes reported by 
Harper were concentrated within the apical-dorsal region. The specimens described by 
Harper were also similar in that they were collected from Miocene deposits and the 
drillings were made by gastropods from the family Naticidae. 

Unfortunately, the number of unsuccessful drill holes recorded in the samples col- 
lected in this study is not sufficient for a statistical analysis. This is caused by a very high 
rate of succesful attacks by naticids (over 90% in each sample). The thinnest, centro- 
ventral region of the bivalve shell is also preferred as a borehole site by recent naticid 
Natica alderi (Forbes) preying on bivalve Venus striatula (da Costa) (Ansell 1960). 

The other explanation for unusual drill hole distribution is a manipulation limit, forc- 
ing the large predator to drill in centro-ventral area of right valve. Ziegelmeier (1954) 
demonstrated that larger naticids turn their prey around with the foot until it is suitably 
positioned to be drilled. During the drilling process special folds of the foot extended 
over and around the bivalve holding it securely. One could suggest that the preferred 
holding position is the hinge so that drillings would be mostly on ventral part of the shell. 
In contrast, small predators are probably not able to hold their prey with the foot. Instead 
they must crawl around the shell surface and drill wherever it seems appropriate to them 
thus causing a distribution pattern that covers the entire shell surface. 

Laboratory studies of Recent naticids confirm that the position of borehole reflects 
the behaviour involved in prey capture, manipulation and positioning for boring (Berg 
& Porter 1974). Preferential drilling in centro-ventral region of a bivalve shell by Re- 
cent naticid was described by Ansell (1960). On the other hand Berg's (1976) investi- 
gations clearly show that small Recent naticids can successfully prey on bivalve mol- 
lusks, which are 3-5 times larger than predator so that naticid is unable to hold the prey 
with the foot. Therefore, the manipulation limit hypothesis seem to be acceptable. 
However, Recent naticids may also prefer anterior or apical part of the bivalve shell as 
a borehole site (Negus 1975). This is because the borehole site depends on both the 
prey and the predator species (Berg & Porter 1974). 

Regardless of their size, the Korytnica naticids drilled more frequently right valve 
of C. gibba. The preferential drilling of right valves of corbulids by naticids has been 
noted by many authors (Fischer 1963; Taylor et al. 1983; Kowalewski 1990) and typi- 
cally linked with the inequivalve nature of shells of corbulid shells: the larger area of 
the right valve and the fact that the right valve envelopes the left valve making the lat- 
ter less accessible. The preference is not likely to be related to the position of C. gibba 
in the sediment, as the bivalve lives in an upright position rather than lying on one of 
the valves (Yonge 1946). 
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The two samples analysed here (Fig. 1, Table 1) not only confirm the well known 
preference but also show that large naticids attacked the left valve considerably less 
frequently than small naticids. 

The preferential drilling of the centro-ventral region of the right valve may have 
been advantageous to the predator for several reasons. First, with the increase of the 
drilling time the risk of failure increases because the predator may be attacked and 
forced to abandon its prey. Many naticid shells from Korytnica Clays bear traces of 
cannibalistic attacks, such traces have been observed in the samples analysed here as 
well as in previous studies (Hoffman et al. 1974; Kowalewski 1990). Second, drilling 
in the pre-apical region being more time-consuming, decreases the net energy gain for 
the predator. 

Naticid predation on Hiniu restitutiana and Natica tigrina. - The small naticids at- 
tacked large individuals of H. restitutiana less frequently than the large naticids. How- 
ever, the small drill holes, despite their scarcity appear to have been successful. There- 
fore, the scarcity of holes drilled by small naticids is probably not related to the shell 
thickness of the prey, but rather reflects the mobility of prey. Recent representatives of 
the genera Hinia and Natica are mobile gastropods foraging both within as well as on 
the sediment (Davitashvili & Merklin 1968; Savazzi 1989). Most likely, large individu- 
als of H. restitutiana moved much quicker than small naticids, thus avoiding the attack 
(see also Verrneij 1982). 

Small naticids attacked large individuals of N. tigrina much less frequently, and 
when this attack took place it was unsuccessful. All unsuccessful drillings below 1 mm 
in diameter have a depth comparable to their outer diameter. Their inner diameter de- 
creases drastically with depth. This shape suggests that attacks were unsuccessful due 
to the thick shell of the prey (see Kitchell et al. 1981). The efficiency of attack on 
N. tigrina distinctly differs from the efficiency of attack on H. restitutiana. Neverthe- 
less, shells of large N. tigrina are distinctly thicker than those of H. restitutiana. Be- 
cause N. tigrina can be both the prey as well as the predator, the diagram in Fig. 2B 
presents in reality cases of a confamilial cannibalism. The low frequency of attacks by 
small naticids and the high rate of failed attacks both indicate that naticids are much 
less vulnerable to the attack by other naticids with increased size. 

Ratio of attacks by small versus large naticids. - Large naticids less frequently 
drilled Corbula gibba than small ones. In contrast, small naticids less frequently 
drilled large individuals of Hinia restitutiana and Natica tigrina. 

In the Korytnica assemblage H. restitutiana and N. tigrina attain much larger di- 
mensions than C. gibba. The largest specimens of H. restitutiana and N. tigrina in the 
samples were 17 and 37 mm long, respectively. In addition, Recent representatives of 
the genera Hinia and Natica have a large, fleshy foot (Ziegelmeier 1954; Davitashvili 
& Merklin 1968). This organ is a potential food source for predators. In contrast, shells 
of C. gibba reach only 7 mm in length. Recent representatives of this species have a 
short foot as well as a short siphon (Yonge 1946). According to the cost-benefit model 
proposed by Kitchell et al. (1981), H. restitutiana and N. tigrina should have been 
more attractive prey than C. gibba. This results from differences in size and anatomical 
features of species. In the light of Kitchell's model there is no doubt that large naticids 
preyed more effectively. 
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Conclusions 

Predatory behaviour of the naticids preying on C. gibba varied depending on the size 
of the predator. When drilling corbulids, larger individuals were more site-selective 
than the small ones. Also, large specimens drilled more energetically attractive 
(H. restitutiana and N. tigrina) prey more frequently. Cost-benefit analysis presented 
by Kitchell et. al. (198 1) predicts that such preferential drilling as that of larger naticids 
from the Korytnica Clays increases the net energy gain for the predator and in result al- 
lows it to drill more effectively. 
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Zmiany w rozwoju osobniczym drapiehiczych zachowah 
klimak6w z rodziny Naticidae ze ~rodkowomiocenskich it6w 
korytnickich 

MICHAE ZEOTNIK 

S treszczenie 

Przedstawiono analizq rozMadu drqzeli Naticidae na muszlach malza Corbula gibba 
(Olivi, 1792) oraz Slimak6w Hinia restitutiana (Fontannes, 1879) i Natica tigrina 
Roding, 1789 pochodzqcych ze Srodkowomioceiiskich il6w korytnickich. Wykazano, ze 
drapieznicze zachowania Naticidae byly uzaleznione od wielkoSci drapiezcy. Duze Nati- 
cidae drqzyly gl6wnie w Srodkowobrzusznym obszarze prawej skorupki C. gibba. Drqze- 
nia malych naticid6w sq zaS na tej skorupce rozmieszczone mniej lub bardziej przypad- 
kowo (patrz Fig. lA, C oraz por6wnaj fq,, z fq,, w Tabeli 1). Ponadto, male Naticidae 
drqzyly na skorupce lewej czqSciej niz duze (patrz Fig. 1A-D oraz por6wnaj fq,, z fq,, 
w Tabeli 1). WielkoSC drapiezcy miala r6wniez wplyw na wyb6r gatunku ofiary. Duze 
Naticidae znacznie czqSciej niz male atakowaly H. restitutiana i N. tigrina (Fig. 2A, B),  
natomiast male Naticidae czqs'ciej niz duze atakowaly C. gibba (patrz Fig. 1A-D oraz po- 
r6wnaj sum$ N,, i NLL z N,, i N,, w Tabeli l). Wydaje siq, ze spos6b umiejscawiania 
drqzenia oraz wyb6r gatunku ofiary dokonywany przez duze Slimaki z il6w korytnickich 
mogly znaczqco wplywaC na zwiqkszenie efektywnos'ci polowania - prawa skorupka 
C. gibba jest bowiem w rejonie Srodkowobrzusznym najcielisza. Drapieznik atakujqcy 
ten obszar muszli potrzebowal wiqc mniej czasu na jej przewiercenie. H. restitutiana 
i N. tigrina stanowily zag, ze wzglqdu na swoje rozmiary i budowq anatomicznq (duza 
mipista noga), potencjalnie obfitsze ir6dlo pozywienia niz C. gibba. 


